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Abstract- A Security threat in MANET (Mobile Ad hoc Network) is an important issue because of the 
numerous attacks. Its routing protocols are vulnerable to unattended installation of sensor nodes in the 
environment causes these security threats in the Ad-hoc networks. The security of the DSR and AODV 
protocol is threaded by some kind of attacks such as Black Hole attack and Gray Hole attack. In this 
work, a novel technique has been proposed to detect and prevent the two types of attacks (Black hole 
attack and Grey hole attack) which cause more damage to the routing performance of MANET. the 
impact of these attacks on MANET has been compared also. Here, the AODV routing protocol is 
improved and simulated in MATLAB. 
 
Index Terms- MANET, AODV routing protocol, Black hole, gray hole. 
  

I. INTRODUCTION 
The Ad-hoc network may be a assortment of infrastructure less nodes, co-operating dynamically to make a brief 
network that meets sure immediate wants. The shortage of infrastructure implies that the nodes square measure 
connected peer-to-peer. Therefore, every node plays its role as a number beside its role as a router [1, 2]. Just in 
case of rescue and emergency operations, putting in a centralized supporting system is time overwhelming. In-
order to beat this drawback we've got Mobile unintentional Networks which might be quickly deployed in 
places wherever it's inconceivable otherwise. MANETs square measure essentially a group of mobile nodes that 
communicate wirelessly. 

 
 

 
Fig.1.1 MANET with Centralized System [12] 

 
Security in Mobile Ad-hoc Network is that the most significant concern for the essential practicality of 
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network. Convenience of network services, confidentiality and integrity of the information is achieved by 
reassuring that security problems are met. MANET typically suffer from security attacks attributable to the its 
options like open medium, dynamic  its topology dynamically, lack of central observation and management, co-
operative algorithms and no clear psychoanalytic process. These factors have modified the battle field scenario 
for the MANET against the safety threats. MANET works while not a centralized administration wherever node 
communicates with one another on the bottom of mutual trust. This characteristic makes MANET a lot of liable 
to be exploited by associate degree offender from within the network. Wireless links conjointly creates the 
MANET a lot of liable to attacks that make it easier for the offender to travel within the network and find access 
to the continuing communication [7]. 

1.1 Objectives of work: 
 
 An elaborate study targeted on impact of black hole and gray hole attack in MANET. 
 Comparative analysis of both the attacks on DSR by mistreatment AODV routing protocol – an 

energetic protocol. 
 

1.2 Types of Attack: 
 
 Black hole attack  
 Grayhole attack 
 Wormhole attack 

 
Black hole attack: 
In Black-hole-attack, a malicious node will impersonate a destination node by causing a spoofed route 
packet to a supply node that initiates a route discovery [5]. A black hole has two properties [4]: 
a) The node exploits the unexpected routing protocol to advertise itself as having a sound route to a 

destination, despite the fact that the route is spurious, with the intention of intercepting packets. 
b) The node consumes the intercepted packets. In a poster hoc network that uses the AODV protocol, a 

part node absorbs the network traffic and drops all packets. to elucidate the part attack we tend to add a 
malicious node that exhibits part behavior within the Fig.2. 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 

Fig1.2: Black hole attack in AODV 

 
Gray Hole Attack:  

This is a kind of active attack. within the starting, the assaulter nodes behave ordinarily and reply true 
RREP messages to the nodes that started RREQ messages. once it receives the packets it starts dropping the 
packets and launches Denial of Service (DoS) attack. It drops packets whereas forwarding them within the 
network. In another grey hole attacks the assaulter node behaves maliciously for the time till the packets square 
measure born so switch to their traditional behavior [8]. grey hole attack is additionally referred to as node 
misbehaving attack [6]. 

 
Wormhole attack: 

The hollow assaulter creates a tunnel so as to records the continuing communication and traffic at one 
network position and channels them to a different position within the network [10].When the assaulter nodes 
produce an immediate link between one another within the network, the hollow assaulter then receives packets 
at one finish and transmits the packets to the opposite finish of the network. once the attackers square measure 
in such position the attack is thought as out of band hollow [9]. 
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
Hizbullah Khattak [1]: In this paper, the authors bestowed a hybrid approach for preventing black/gray hole 

attacks by choosing second shortest route for secure route choice and hash operate and timestamp base answer 
for consisting information transmission. 

Ketan S. Chavda [2]: the Ad-hoc on-demand distance vector routing (AODV) is demand driven one in the 
entire simplest and widespread routing algorithmic program. AODV was severely stricken by well-known part 
attack during which a malicious node injects a pretend route reply message that it's a contemporary route 
towards destination. In this paper, a completely unique approach was projected that creates a modification in 
existing AODV routing protocol. A completely unique approach finds the safe route between causation and 
receiving node. The simulations shows that the projected approach was economical than traditional AODV with 
high packet delivery magnitude relation and turnout. 

C. K. Nagpal [8]: Analysed a performance analysis of Ad-hoc networks within the presence of the part 
nodes. Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET) could be a self-organized wireless network, consisting of nodes 
(mobile devices) chargeable for its creation, operation and maintenance. The communication within the 
MANET is of multi-hop in nature because of absence of any fastened infrastructure. Associate in Nursing 
assailant might intrude simply into MANET by movement as legitimate intermediate node and gift numerous 
kinds of security attacks on information exchanges happening between supply and destination. In this paper we 
tend to study the impact of presence of part node on MANET performance on the idea of reachability, hop 
count, neighbor node density and path optimality. We tend to observe that because the share of part nodes will 
increase, the MANET performance degrades considerably. 

Sweta religion [6]: bestowed a review on a serious class of co-ordinate attacks i.e. co-operative part / Grey 
Hole attack that are a heavy threat to Ad-hoc network security. In co-operative part attack multiple nodes 
conspire to cover the malicious activity of alternative nodes; thence such attacks were harder to find. In this 
paper a survey of assorted security mechanisms that had been projected within the literature for diction of such 
attacks was bestowed. The limitation of this prompt work was that it doesn't find co-ordinate attacks that 
successively greatly reduced the system performance during a touch of your time and resulted as a bigger injury. 

R. Sivakami [3]: projected that MANETS were a spontaneous network that may be established with none 
infrastructure. Issues were moon-faced whereas fixing and employing a MANET that was each reliable and 
secure. Transmittal message over multiple ways can increase the protection Associate in Nursingd dependability 
of transmission in an open cooperative MANET surroundings wherever any node will maliciously or 
egotistically disrupt and deny communication of alternative nodes. 

Fidel Thachil [11] projected a trust based mostly cooperative approach to mitigate part nodes in AODV 
protocol for MANET. In this approach each node monitors neighboring nodes and calculates trust price on its 
neighboring nodes dynamically. If the trust price of a monitored node goes below with relevance predefined 
threshold, then the observance node assume it as a malicious and avoided that node from the route path. The 
experiment disclosed that the projected theme secures the AODV routing protocol for MANET by mitigating 
and avoiding part nodes. 
 

III. PROPOSED MODEL AND RESULTS 
In order to simulate each the attacks we've got changed the AODV protocol by making a machine in 

MATLAB. In this simulation the supply node (chosen randomly) broadcasts a RREQ request within the 
network. The request contains destination node address. Currently each node that receives the request has got to 
send a RREP back to the sender of RREQ. If the receiver is itself the destination, then the search ends and 
RREP is shipped back to the sender. Otherwise, the receiver more broadcasts the RREQ to its neighbors within 
the network. The sender when causing the RREQ sends a check packet to all or any nodes that received the 
RREQ. The receiver has got to resend the packet back to the sender. Currently if the receiver is associate 
offender node, it'll drop the packet; this detects the region offender node. Currently the sender stores in its cache 
the address of this receiver as a region and sends equivalent information to neighboring nodes throughout 
successive request. 

Some nodes drop packets by selection whereas routing the opposite packets. The sender involves 
fathom the standing as a Grey Hole only a packet is born. 

In Fig.3, a synthetic MANET machine is formed thus on discover the attack. The inexperienced color 
dots square measure nodes within the networks that contain some worth of energy like E0 = zero.005 and also 
the transmitter state energy ETX = 50*0.000000001 and receiver state energy ERX = 50*0.000000001. Because 
the knowledge is transmitted and also the variety of rounds will increase the energy is reduced and also the 
nodes square measure dead. At conclusion the red colored cross square measure dead nodes with zero energy. 
The black colored dots depict region attack that happens once a malicious node act as associate intermediate 
node and destroys the info packets. The blue color dots represents the gray Hole attack in which the attacker 
misleads the network by agreeing to forward the packets in the network. 

The on top of Fig.4 shows the amount of black holes attacks detected in every spherical. The image 
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shows region attack that is merely one attack most as a result of every spherical show single transfer of 
knowledge from supply to destination associated if an attack detected, the info doesn’t reach its destination. 

In Fig.5, the amount of grey hole attacks detected in every spherical is incontestable. The amount of nodes 
typically reaches quite one offender nodes in a very spherical as a result of the grey hole nodes don't 
continuously kill the info. Typically they are doing enable the packets to have them to the destination. Thus 
there's an opportunity that grey hole offender node is encountered later within the path. 
 

 
Fig.3: MANET Simulaton 

 

 

Fig.4: No of black hole found in each node 
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Fig.5: No of Gray hole found in each node 

 

Fig.6 shows the graphical analysis of variety of dead nodes fashioned in every spherical is conferred 
here. Whereas iteration takes place when attack is performed within the system, the nodes concerned lose their 
energy and ultimately it ends up in a dead node. Because the variety of rounds will increase there's an excellent 
increase within the variety of dead nodes to be fashioned. There’s an oversized decrease within the quantity of 
energy of nodes when a hundred and forty rounds that cause the rise within the variety of dead nodes of the 
system. 

 

 
Fig.6:  Graph for dead nodes in each round after attack 

The amount of energy consumed in every spherical is hyperbolic because the system iterates. In Fig.7, there's an 
oversized increment within the quantity of energy consumed when every spherical. The pointer shows an 
excellent increment ranging from first spherical to two hundred rounds. Because the energy is lost when every 
spherical this indirectly shows the energy consumption of the system 
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Fig.7: Graph for energy consumption in each round 

 
IV.  CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE 

In this paper, we've got overviewed the challenges and solutions of the protection threats in MANET. As 
shown within the graphs the region attacks area unit additional vulnerable than grey Hole attacks as a result of 
the packet drop quantitative relation is high for region attacks compared to grey Hole attacks. Compared to the 
quantity of energy consumption within the system, it's additional within the case of any attack performed within 
the system instead of while not attacked system. 

Significant analysis in MANET has been in progress for several years, however still in AN early stage. 
Resource consumption DoS attack remains unclear to the researchers. Additional analysis is required on secure 
routing protocol, sturdy key management. 
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